Introduction: ''Awareness of the

Mechanism''
What we are trying to freeze is actually the present, which offers a highly distorted, fragmentary version of the past.
-alexander stille, the future of the past, quoting an egyptologist on the preservation of the great sphinx of giza Begin with a mechanism, just the kind you would expect: gears and combteeth wheels. The Recodable Locking Device is a mechanical construct for securing access to computer systems, developed at Sandia National Laboratories and described in a press release as the world's ''smallest combination lock.'' 1 An instance of a broad category of technologies known as microelectromechanical systems, or MEMS, it consists of six interlocking code wheels, each about 300 microns in diameter. (By contrast, the diameter of a human hair is 100 microns.) Conceived as an alternative to software firewalls, which are inevitably vulnerable to software-based attacks, the Recodable Locking Device is an actual physical assemblage, ready to be embedded on a microchip where it can interact with computational functions. There are one million potential combinations, and should the wrong one be entered, the code wheels instantly lock and must be manually reset. According to the Sandia press release the Department of Defense regards it as ''the first real technical advancement in information security that they've seen in a long time.'' While MEMS devices operate on the micron scale, there is an even lower plane of technological development. MEMS are very small, but they are still indisputably objects in the world, accessible (with the aid of appropriate instrumentation) to the human senses. Their materiality is self-evident. But the physical sciences now have a way of naming the precise point at which the normal, observable behavior of matter ceases to be predictable and dependable, at least according to traditional models: science, in other words, can articulate the exact threshold between the material and the immaterial. That threshold is the nanoscale, where molecular structures are measured and manipulated at the atomic level, in billionths of a meter. The nanoscale is the place where the basic atomic properties of things break down-their ''conductivity, hardness, or melting point'' all become fluid and malleable, subject to renegotiation by ''wave particle duality and quantum effects.'' 2 ''A nanoscale wire or circuit,'' explain Mark and Daniel Ratner, ''does not necessarily obey Ohm's law, the venerable equation that is the foundation of modern electronics.'' The reason is that Ohm's law, which ''relates current, voltage, and resistance,'' depends on the mathematical assumption that a wire is something like a river, with electrons flowing in a broad stream; if the wire is only one atom in width, the electrons must negotiate it in strict linear sequence, and Ohm's law no longer applies. 3 The nanoscale is now the venue for exotic writing techniques fusing inscription and fabrication. Here is one of those new textual scenes, far removed from the poet's hollow reed and rural pen but staining waters clear: 4 Dip-pen lithography achieves its ultraprecision by placing tips coated with the material to be deposited-the pen's ink-within a few nanometers of a surface; a small water droplet condenses from the air and acts as a transport channel for the ink, allowing it to diffuse down to the surface. 5
Mechanisms is not a book about MEMS or nanotechnology, but by beginning there we can think about inscription and fabrication-and the way a techno-logical processes such as dip-pen lithography dissolve the distinction between them-as situated on a three-dimensional coordinate axis of visibility, legibility, and instrumentation. Electronic textuality is similarly locatable, even though we are not accustomed to thinking of it in physical terms. Bits can be measured in microns when recorded on a magnetic hard disk. They can be visualized with technologies such as magnetic force microscopy (MFM), which is a variation on the scanning tunneling microscope (STM). When a CD-ROM is burned, a laser superheats a layer of dye to create pits and lands, tiny depressions on the grooved surface of the platter. The length of these depressions is measured in microns, their width and depth in nanometers. (The precise specifications, along with all other physical aspects of the disk and the recording process, are spelled out in a proprietary publication known as the Red Book, first printed in 1980 and licensed by Philips and Sony.) That CD-ROM drives are laser optical devices that read and write their data by interpreting patterns of reflected light offers an instance of a certain configuration of instrumentation rendering the physical phenomena of pits and lands both visible and legible (though not to human eyes), thereby restoring this postalphabetic writing practice to recognizable registers of inscription.
In an essay on digital preservation, Kenneth Thibodeau, Director of Electronic Records Programs at the National Archives and Records Administration, offers a tripartite model for defining digital objects: first, as physical objects (''signs inscribed on a medium''-for example, the flux reversals recorded on magnetic tape); second, as logical objects (data as it is recognized and interpreted by particular processes and applications software; for example, the binary composition of a Word .DOC file); and third, as conceptual objects (''the object we deal with in the real world,'' such as a digital photograph as it appears prima facie on the screen). 6 By digital object Thibodeau means any ''information object'' (his term) whose ontology necessitates all three of these parent classes-physical, logical, and conceptual. The most powerful aspect of this model lies in its potential for interaction among the different classes or levels, which are capable of accounting for many of the unique complexities of new media artifacts. What appears to be a homogeneous digital object Introduction sky such that a shell can be fired to intercept it), not recollection and storage; they only became so with the advent of the so-called von Neumann model and the somewhat later addition of random access disk memory, which enabled reliable real-time, nonsequential access to large reserves of information. 9 Storage is also a kind of imaginary, a focalized expression of the collecting impulse underpinning everything from the Web's myriad niche cultures (fan sites housing exhaustive MP3 archives of a band's live shows) to the global garage sale of eBay, which Steve Johnson has aptly referred to as an ''infinite'' storage system. 10 Crucially, storage today is both an accessory, something you hold in your hand or slip into your pocket (your iPod or memory stick), but is also increasingly disembodied and dematerialized as we approach terabtyte-scale disks where users are no longer constrained in their information retention by the capacity of their hard drives. Storage technologies will be a major element of this book because I believe we need to recapture their role in the cultural history of computing. 11 Storage, along with transmission and computation (or processing), is also a primal media category for German theorist Friedrich Kittler. Yet Kittler's interest in storage is ultimately subsumed by his own idiosyncratic cosmologies and chronologies, in which storage, particularly of audio and visual ''data streams,'' is part of a specifically modern zeitgeist (gramophone and film) that found martial expression in the trenches of World War I (which stored men in armed combat) before wireless transmission broke through the lines with the radio-equipped tanks of the German blitzkrieg two decades later (only to be defeated in turn, rock/paper/scissors-like, by computation, which broke the 9. Friedrich Kittler makes this same point about computation and prediction in Gramophone, Film, Typewriter, trans. Geoffrey Winthrop-Young and Michael Wutz (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1999) . See especially pages 253-263. 10. Steve Johnson, Everything is Bad is Good For You (New York: Riverhead Books, 2005), 196. 11 . The extent to which storage, specifically the hard drive, can participate in a new media imaginary is suggested by the following passage from Hari Kunzru's recent novel Transmission (New York: Dutton, 2004) : ''Behind the walls of his secret garden, which existed not so much apart from as between the legitimate areas of the college network, his various experiments were still running their course, stealing spare processor cycles from idle machines, storing themselves in tiny splinters on dozens of hard disks. Together these fragments formed an interstitial world, a discreet virtuality that would efficiently mask its existence from the students and teachers doing their online business around about it' ' (27; emphasis in original) .
''Awareness of the Mechanism'' German radio codes, thereby paving the way for the Cold War). 12 In ways that are not unlike those of Nicholas Negroponte or even Bill Gates, Kittler offers up a narrative of media convergence in which the original storage monopoly of alphabetic writing is now reinscribed as the universal ones and zeros of digital computation. This is a narrative that I find deeply unsatisfying, and indeed, much of this book is given over to the project of discovering the heterogeneity of digital data and its embodied inscriptions. 13 Despite having memorably claimed that there is no software, Kittler's attention nowadays has turned to chips and circuits, not to the contemporary storage devices that are the true heirs to his trinity of gramophone, film, and typewriter. The hard drive, whose visual resemblance to a turntable is not entirely incidental, therefore figures in this book as a way to read a contemporary storage device back into discourse network 2000. 14 While Mechanisms aspires to speak directly to contemporary conditions of electronic textuality and the digital literary, its primary case studies are drawn from earlier decades of computing. They range from Mystery House, a piece of interactive fiction for the Apple II first released in 1980, to Michael Joyce's Afternoon: A Story-the first edition of which appeared for the Macintosh in 1987-to Gibson's ''Agrippa,'' which was first uploaded to the Internet near the end of 1992. While the Internet itself was a real and relevant technology throughout this period, the network had not yet achieved its popular apotheosis, and the World Wide Web was still in its infancy at the time ''Agrippa'' was released (the first version of the graphical NCSA Mosaic browser was announced in early 1993). Equally important in terms of networked culture were bulletin board systems (BBS) and the colorful if insular scenes they spawned-an elite user would range freely back and forth across the thin membranes between the public Internet (including the nascent Web, as well as Gopher, USENET, and Bitnet), and the deeper pockets of networked connectivity that were the bulletin boards. Certain particulars of this network landscape will figure in my discussions of Mystery House and ''Agrippa. '' The eighties were also the first full decade of home computing. The personal computer was both anthropomorphized and gendered as Time Magazine's magnetic recording on a length of steel wire. Poulson immediately set about developing a machine he called the telephonograph, which would allow people record and store a telephone conversation-in effect an answering machine. The telephonograph was never a commercial success (Poulsen's successor, the American Telephonograph company, tried to compete with Edison's phonograph for the market in dictation machines), but the basic principles of magnetic recording had been established. The next major advances came in the 1930s when several German firms, including BASF, introduced magnetic coated tape (first paper and then plastic) as well as a dependable recording apparatus (and made additional advances, including High Bias recording). The magnetophone, as magnetic tape machines were then called, was to prove an important tool for the emerging Nazi regime as well as the wartime German military. After the war the technology quickly migrated to the rest of Europe and the United States. With magnetic audio recording thus commercially launched, it was not surprising that the nascent computer industry began exploring magnetic recording solutions for its increasingly storagedependant products. For more on the early history of magnetic recording, see Eric D. Daniel, C. Denis Mee, and Mark H. Clark, Magnetic Recording: The First One Hundred Years (New York: IEEE Press, 1999) , particularly chapters 2-5.
''Awareness of the Mechanism'' ''Man of the Year'' in 1982. Disney's Tron was likewise released in 1982, literalizing the fantasies of the adolescents who thronged suddenly ubiquitous arcades during what is widely acknowledged as the ''golden era'' of video games (though by mid-decade the industry had crashed). 15 MTV went on air in August, 1981 with a straight-to-the-point shot of McLuhanesque pop, The Buggles' ''Video Killed the Radio Star.'' Within the first few years of the decade VHS had won out over Betamax. Gibson's Neuromancer (written within sight of the glow of the coin-op arcades) was published in 1984, the same year the Apple Macintosh debuted (along with its famous Superbowl commercial with overtly Orwellian imagery created by Ridley Scott, himself not long removed from the set of Blade Runner, again 1982) . At the other end of our time frame, Wired magazine, with a print aesthetic self-consciously designed to look like information, began publishing in 1993, the same year as the public release of Mosaic, the first graphical browser for the World Wide Web. There are several sound reasons to foreground this era in Mechanisms, roughly from 1980-1992. First, even the modest temporal distance serves to defamiliarize certain key cultural aspects of computing; for example, storage technologies and disk handling practices differ markedly from what is the norm today, as we will see. In 1981, the Apple II DOS Manual began by telling its readers that it would teach them ''how to use the disk,'' an injunction that surely seems strange in the wake of two decades of ubiquitous and largely invisible hard drive storage. Second, the smaller storage sizes of physical media make some of the close readings and forensic explorations in the book practical. The Mystery House disk, which we will examine closely in chapter 3, is a mere 140 kilobytes. It contains 35 tracks and 560 sectors. It is therefore possible to study it in its entirety, as a complete artifact. A modern hard drive, by contrast, holds tens of thousands of tracks and sectors. While the techniques I will discuss are equally applicable in theory, the smaller file systems on 1980sera storage media allow us to exhaust the physical spaces of the media and bring them into focus. It would be a mistake, however, to think size doesn't matter; we will also consider the ways in which user habits and activities change as storage media grow more capacious. The simple practice of creating subdirectories, for example, is relatively rare with file systems stored on floppies but commonplace, indeed essential, with hard drives. Finally, this work is 15. See Van Burnham, Supercade: A Visual History of the Video Game Age, 1971 -1984 (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2001 .
intended (in part) to serve as a kind of primer on the preservation and recovery of digital literary history. Therefore I look backward to electronic objects whose distance from us is measurable not only in years, but also by palpable shifts in hardware, software, data standards, file formats, and other manifestations of materiality.
That last term, materiality, will be a watchword of the book. The questions I pursue here have their roots in a 1995 seminar with Jerome McGann on the subject of textual materiality and electronic editing. In what, I then asked, does the materiality of electronic texts consist? This has since evolved into a well turned question in the critical and theoretical conversation in the field, and a number of scholars have contributed their individual glosses to materiality and its seemingly counterintuitive application to new media. 16 16. For example, according to N. Katherine Hayles, ''The physical attributes constituting any artifact are potentially infinite; in a digital computer, for example, they include the polymers used to fabricate the case, the rare earth elements used to make the phosphors in the CRT screen, the palladium used for the power cord prongs, and so forth. From this infinite array a technotext will select a few to foreground and work into its thematic concerns. Materiality thus emerges from interactions between physical properties and a work's artistic strategies. For this reason, materiality cannot be specified in advance, as if it pre-existed the specificity of the work. An emergent property, materiality depends on how the work mobilizes its resources as a physical artifact as well as the user's interactions with the work and the interpretive strategies she develops-strategies that include physical manipulations as well as conceptual frameworks. In the broadest sense, materiality emerges from the dynamic interplay between the richness of a physically robust world and human intelligence as it crafts this physicality to create meaning.'' See Writing Machines (Cambridge: MIT Press, 2002), 32-33. Here we see Hayles placing her emphasis on what I would call forensic materiality (''the richness of a physically robust world'') and its emergent interaction with what variously seems to be the artist's intent, the work's own autonomy, and its reception in a user or reader's cognitive faculties; missing, I would argue, is the computationally specific phenomenon of formal materiality, the simulation or modeling of materiality via programmed software processes.
The most elaborate and theoretically rigorous model of (again, forensic) materiality of which I am aware is Johanna Drucker's, in The Visible Word: Experimental Typography and Modern Art, 1909 -1923 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994 . For Drucker, materiality is composed of ''two major intertwined strands: that of a relational, insubstantial, and nontranscendent difference and that of a phenomenological, apprehendable, immanent substance'' (43). This model is intended to advance the understanding that materiality inheres in ''a process of interpretation rather than a positing of the characteristics of the object'' (43). The basic contradictions apparent between Drucker's two ''intertwined strands''-contradictions which follow from her ''Awareness of the Mechanism'' My own use of the term develops gradually (over the first three chapters) into a distinction between what I term forensic materiality and formal materiality. Understood in relation to one another, I believe this pairing allows me to accurately represent what the overall term materiality does and does not mean in an electronic environment. In brief: forensic materiality rests upon the principle of individualization (basic to modern forensic science and criminalistics), the idea that no two things in the physical world are ever exactly alike. If we are able to look closely enough, in conjunction with appropriate instrumentation, we will see that this extends even to the micron-sized residue of digital inscription, where individual bit representations deposit discreet legible trails that can be seen with the aid of a technique known as magnetic force microscopy. Less exotically perhaps, we find forensic materiality revealed in the amazing variety of surfaces, substrates, sealants, and other matériel that have been used over the years as computational storage media, and in the engineering, ergonomic, and labor practices that attend computation-everything from labeling a diskette, which situates electronic textuality amid other technologies and practices of writing (indexing and cataloging, longhand, adhepremeditated commingling of difference and transcendence-are, as she acknowledges, necessary if the model is to adequately answer to the relational and contingent claims upon signification that would be advanced by a poststructuralist critique, together with the sensorium's phenomenological apprehension of substance and appearance as such: ''The force of stone, of ink, of papyrus, and of print all function within the signifying activity-not only because of their encoding within a cultural system of values whereby a stone inscription is accorded a higher stature than a typewritten memo, but because these values themselves come into being on account of the physical, material properties of these different media. Durability, scale, reflectiveness, richness and density of saturation and color, tactile and visual pleasure-all of these factor in-not as transcendent and historically independent universals, but as aspects whose historical and cultural specificity cannot be divorced from their substantial properties. No amount of ideological or cultural valuation can transform the propensity of papyrus to deteriorate into gold's capacity to endure. The inherent physical properties of stuff function in the process of signification in intertwined but not determined or subordinate relation to their place within the cultural codes of difference where they also function' ' (45-46) . Materiality, in this model, thus consists in a sustainable dialectic (Drucker's term) between relational and contingent social values as they are expressed through various ideologies and economies of production on the one hand, and experiential, physiological, ultimately bodily encounters with incarnate phenomena on the other. Introduction sives, the felt-tip pen), to the contours of the keyboard and mouse that make their bodily marks felt in the ongoing pandemic of repetitive strain and white-collar work injuries, to the growing crisis of e-waste (the unsafe disposal and sweatshop recycling, often at third-world dumping sites, of hazardous but industrially precious components inherent to computing machinery). Not all of these will receive equal emphasis or attention in this book, but all can and should be understood as varieties of the forensic materiality I will extrude from the applied field of computer forensics.
Formal materiality is perhaps the more difficult term, as its selfcontradictory appellation might suggest. 17 ''Instead of manipulating matter, the computer allows us to manipulate symbols.'' 18 This point, basic to all aspects of computer science, comes in the opening lines of textbook on virtual reality and interface design. Nicholas Negroponte popularized the same distinction in terms of atoms versus bits. Unlike an atom, which has mass, a bit ''has no color, size, or weight, and it can travel at the speed of light. . . . It is a state of being: on or off, true or false, up or down, in or out, black or white. For practical purposes, we consider a bit to be a 1 or a 0''. 19 Bits are-in other words-symbols to be set and reset, set and reset, on again and off again, over and over again. Whereas forensic materiality rests upon the potential for individualization inherent in matter, a digital environment is an abstract projection supported and sustained by its capacity to propagate the illusion (or call it a working model) of immaterial behavior: identification without ambiguity, transmission without loss, repetition without originality. 20 20. This conscious model of immateriality is usefully fleshed out in Lev Manovich's account of the constituent features of new media: its underlying numerical or mathematical ontology, its modularity (the ''object-oriented'' nature of much new media), automation (the subjection of human agency to various programmed or algorithmic processes), variability (the one-to-many relationship characterized by, say, the application of multiple stylesheets to a single source file), and its transcoding (the ability of a digital object to negotiate multiple layers in a computer's ''Awareness of the Mechanism'' will see when we look more closely at the operation of hard drives, computers are not flawless. Errors typically occur at the juncture between analog and digital states, such as when a drive's magnetoresistive head assigns binary symbolic value to the voltage differentials it has registered, or when an e-mail message is reconstituted from independent data packets moving across the TCP/IP layer of the Internet, itself dependent on fiber-optic cables and other hardwired technologies. All forms of modern digital technology incorporate hyper-redundant error-checking routines that serve to sustain an illusion of immateriality by detecting error and correcting it, reviving the quality of the signal, like old-fashioned telegraph relays, such that any degradation suffered during a subsequent interval of transmission will not fall beyond whatever tolerances of symbolic integrity exist past which the original value of the signal (or identity of the symbol) cannot be reconstituted. As John von Neumann pointed out in 1948 in his ''The General and Logical Theory of Automata,'' digital computers could produce perfect results, ''as long as the operation of each component produced only fluctuations within its pre-assigned tolerance limits'' (294). 21 This, coupled with digital data's discrete, finitely differentiated ontology-digital, separated like the fingers of the hand-engenders the formal environment for symbol manipulation that is the reservoir for every function of a computer, from the workplace to the hot-wired edge.
Formal materiality thus follows as the name I give to the imposition of multiple relational computational states on a data set or digital object. Phenomenologically, the relationship between these states tends to manifest itself in terms of layers or other relative measures, though in fact each state is arbitrary and self-consistent/self-contained. A simple example is a digital image file. An image file is typically considered to consist of nothing but information about the image itself-the composition of its pixilated bitmap, essentially. However, the image can carry metadata (documentation as to how it was created, embedded as plain text in the file's header), as well as more colorful freight, such as a steganographic image or a digital watermark. This content will only become visible when the data object is subjected to the appropriate formal processes, which is to say when the appropriate software environment is invoked-anything from the ''Show Header'' function of an off-the-shelf image viewer to a 128-bit encryption key. At this point one layer of the digital object is artificially naturalized in its relation to the other, typically the original image which suddenly manifests extra, hidden, or special data. Formal materiality is not an absolute term, but rather one that tries to capture something of the procedural friction or perceived difference-the torque-as a user shifts from one set of software logics to another. It might also help to think of it as a way of articulating a relative or just-in-time dimension of materiality, one where any material particulars are arbitrary and independent of the underlying computational environment and are instead solely the function of the imposition of a specific formal regimen on a given set of data and the resulting contrast to any other available alternative regimens. (Formal materiality is perhaps also the lingering perception of some genuine material residue-however misplaced-which presents, like sensation in a phantom limb, when one cannot quite accept the exclusively formal nature of a digital process; for example, the vague sense of unease that attends me after leaving my desktop music player application on Pause for hours on end, something that would harm a physical tape system because of the tension on the reels.)
While it may seem tempting to associate forensic and formal materiality with hardware and software respectively, those associations should not be granted without question, not least because the lines between hardware and software are themselves increasingly blurred, as is manifest in so-called firmware, or programmable hardware, a contradiction in terms that literalizes the conceit of formal materiality at the very level of the chip. 22 Moreover, the 22. For example MRAM, or magnetic RAM, which is an alternative to, among other technologies, EEPROM, electrically erasable programmable read-only memory. The constituents of the latter name are themselves telling: the search for a stable, but also erasable-a variable but nonvolatile-storage medium has been a constant throughout the history of writing technologies, and we see it here in the parameters of erasable/programmable/read-only. This is the same technology used in so-called flash memory, popularized in the form of the keychain sticks that plug into a standard USB port. MRAM technology, by contrast, involves using thin slices of magnetic material to create the conditions whereby a microprocessor can be reprogrammed in response to electrical stimuli. By manipulating the magnetic polarity of the substrate-in ''Awareness of the Mechanism'' distinction between hardware and software as we know it today, though seemingly naturalized by the von Neumann model, is also a consequence of the various business practices that helped create and define software-a product without any industrial precedent-notably IBM's momentous unbundling decision of 1970, where the corporate giant, then under threat of antitrust legislation, committed to the manufacture and marketing of software as a commodity separate and distinct from the company's hardware (previously, clients buying a computer would have received programs custom-written for their needs as part of the purchasing agreement, a strategy which helped ensure something close to a monopoly). 23 Software's emergence as an industry commodity must be part of any calculus of its materiality, and this complicates any easy association with exclusively formal processes. Software is the product of white papers, engineering specs, marketing reports, conversations and colessence, each layer is a single ''bit''-the behavior of all of the standard kinds of logic gates (AND, OR, NAND, NOR) can be emulated. This is useful because microprocessors are typically optimized for particular functions. The chip in a cell phone is laid out very differently from the chip in a digital camera. Interventions in the logical patterns of the chip at this level mean that the same physical processor can emulate any one of those special functions on demand. In one sense this inverts Turing's logic, since it is software functioning to reprogram hardware, rather than programmed software specifying a formal environment by way of internally consistent hardware components. In other words, an MRAM chip is a site of inscription. It is as if an ordinary erasable lead pencil was now being used to write circuits rather than the indelible ink of Kelly's distinction between a software ''package'' and a software ''product'' in this context serves to further underscore the mutability of software's status as commodity: whereas a ''package'' was a free entity provided by the manufacturer, ''The term 'product' was consciously adopted by vendors to imply a new kind of software artifact for which the vendor took contractual responsibility for performance and reliability in exchange for license fees paid by users'' (118).
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laborations, intuitive insights, professionalized expertise, venture capital (in other words, money), late nights (in other words, labor), caffeine, and other artificial stimulants. These are material circumstances that leave material (read: forensic) traces-in corporate archives, on whiteboards and legal pads, in countless iterations of alpha versions and beta versions and patches and upgrades, in focus groups and user communities, in expense accounts, in licensing agreements, in stock options and IPOs, in carpal tunnel braces, in the Bay Area and New Delhi real-estate markets, in PowerPoint vaporware and proofs of concept binaries locked in time-stamped limbo on a server where all the user accounts but root have been disabled and the domain name is eighteen months expired. 24 Forensic and formal materiality are perhaps better brought to rest on the twin textual and technological bases of inscription (storage) and transmission (or multiplication), exactly those bases underpinning my earlier narratives of the survival of the WTC hard drive data on the one hand and the proliferation of Gibson's ''Agrippa'' across the Internet on the other. Forensic and formal materiality also accord with the fundamental duality of a mechanism as both a product and a process.
As all of the preceding must suggest, this book aspires to a strategic rhetorical intervention in the best tradition of forensic argumentation. The methodology for the book draws heavily from bibliography and textual criticism, which are the scholarly fields dedicated to the study of books as physical objects and the reconstruction and representation of texts from multiple versions and witnesses (sometimes collectively called ''textual studies''). Given the origins of these methods in the study of paper and parchment, such an 24. This is evident from David A. Kirsch's heroic ongoing labors preserving the legal records and the marketing and business plans of failed technology startups from the dot-com era: http:// www.businessplanarchive.org/. The archive includes the electronic records (e-mail, PowerPoint presentations, word processing documents, and spreadsheets rescued from corporate intranets ''Awareness of the Mechanism'' approach may seem odd or obscure. But in fact, textual studies should be recognized as among the most sophisticated branches of media studies we have evolved. As early as 1985, D. F. McKenzie, in his Panizzi lectures, explicitly placed electronic content within the purview of bibliography and textual criticism: ''I define 'texts' to include verbal, visual, oral, and numeric data, in the form of maps, prints, and music, of archives of recorded sound, of films, videos, and any computer-stored information, everything in fact from epigraphy to the latest forms of discography.'' 25 But though recent years have seen a tremendous acceleration of interest (and much practical progress) in methods of electronic editing, 26 there has been very little consideration of digital media themselves from the specific vantage points of bibliography and textual criticism. 27 Rather, textual critics have tended to treat the computer mainly as a platform-independent venue for studying the artifacts of other media. 28 This is unfortunate, because I believe the contemporary textual studies community has furnished us with some of the best accounts we have of texts and textual phenomena.
Mechanisms is also, however, grounded in contemporary computer science, notably the applied field of computer forensics. With its emphasis on reconstructing and preserving digital evidence, computer forensics is the natural counterpart to textual criticism and physical bibliography. Both fields necessarily treat their subject as material phenomena, and together they offer the basis for a theory of electronic textuality that differs markedly from existing approaches to the subject-precisely because textual criticism (which at least one authority, D. C. Greetham, has called ''textual forensics'' 29 ) and computer forensics engage their respective media on their own terms. The book's ''forensics'' is therefore a theoretically and technically rigorous account of electronic texts as artifacts-mechanisms-subject to material and historical forms of understanding. It seeks to provide a corrective to certain commonplace notions of new media writing-that electronic texts are ephemeral, for example (in fact, data written to magnetic storage media is routinely recovered through multiple generations of overwrites), or that electronic texts are somehow inherently unstable and always open to modification (actually, a data file can be just as easily locked or encrypted, preventing any modification), or that electronic texts are always identical copies of one another (computer privacy advocates exposed that Microsoft's popular Word software embeds a code unique to each individual user's system in every document it produces). 30 By overturning these and other false perceptions, I attempt to move beyond the formalism and poststructuralism that has characterized much of the writing about electronic texts to date.
As much or more than specific authors and texts, this is a book that foregrounds specific technologies (the hard drive or magnetic force microscopy [MFM]), specific technological processes (hashing, error correction, and packet switching), software (hex editors, Storyspace, and the Concurrent Versions System), data standards (ASCII, JPEG, and SGML/XML), data structures (DOS's Volume , 1987) . Actor-network theory seems indispensable to developing robust theories of computational processes, where the human agent-the user-is only one participant in a long chain of interdependent interactions. As we will see when we look more closely at DOS, for example, the SAVE command marks the moment at which control over an electronic ''Awareness of the Mechanism'' I have constructed the book in two overlapping halves, like the figures of a Venn diagram. Chapters 1 and 3 develop my distinction between forensic and formal materiality, with the technology of the hard drive, the book's central example of a storage device, situated in between, in chapter 2. The second half of the book, chapters 3, 4, and 5, all offer close readings of individual electronic textual objects, specifically a bitstream disk image of the interactive fiction game Mystery House, the various versions of Michael Joyce's Afternoon: A Story, and the text file of William Gibson's ''Agrippa,'' distributed across the Internet in late 1992. Chapters 4 and 5 also take up issues related to the longevity and survivability of digital objects in light of the forensic and formal properties of both physical storage media and networked transmission. (One of the key underlying assumptions in both of these chapters is that the practical concerns of digital preservation can function as vehicle for critical inquiry into the nature of new media and electronic textuality.) The chapters on Afternoon and ''Agrippa'' both also draw on significant new primary source materials, presented here for the first time in a scholarly discussion. Mechanisms thus breaks new ground in terms of access to recently available archival resources, themselves self-consciously situated here within the horizon of a particular work's transmission and reception histories. Throughout the book, methods and techniques of both textual studies (such as analytical bibliography or critical editing) and computer forensics (with its emphasis on the residual documentary status of digital inscription) are brought into play as the twin armatures on which the arguments rest.
Beyond the first chapter, which lays the conceptual and theoretical groundwork, the book's organization follows a more or less deliberate progression: from the close scrutiny of a physical storage device that is typically both unseen and little understood (the hard drive) to a digital construct that is actually a formal surrogate for an instance of physical source media (the Mystery House disk image) to the archival history of a piece of software and works created with it (Storyspace and Afternoon) to the reconstruction of an online transmission history (''Agrippa''). The following paragraphs discuss individual chapters ingreater detail.
Chapter 1 delineates the screen essentialism and accompanying medial ideology that the book argues has pervaded much of the critical and theoretical writing about electronic textuality to date, and it attempts to bring storage in the tradition of von Neumann computing (the most significant computational tradition of the twentieth century), where data takes the form of marks and physical inscriptions, to bear as a counterweight. The field of computer forensics is introduced, a field whose method and practice routinely contradict many of our commonplace assumptions about electronic textuality and new media, notably its supposed ephemerality, fungibility, and homogeneity. A forensic perspective furnishes us with two key concepts for an alternative approach to electronic textual studies: trace evidence and individualization. Ultimately electronic data assumes visible and material form through processes of instrumentation that suggest phenomena we call virtual are in fact physical phenomena lacking the appropriate mediation to supplement wave-length optics; that is, the naked eye. The forensic materiality of new media is thereby demonstrated by the bits and data tracks visible on MFM renderings.
Chapter 2, ''Extreme Inscription,'' is an in-depth look at the specific writing and storage technology that has been central to computing in the last thirty years: the magnetic hard disk drive, or hard drive. The hard drive serves as the book's central example of what it means to consider storage media as a kind of writing machine. The chapter reviews the history of the hard drive and the significance of random access data storage to new media and the database logic articulated by Lev Manovich. I offer a detailed grammatology of the hard drive based on a technical and theoretical examination of the drive's basic operations-what I call a ''machine reading,'' which takes an instrument or device rather than a text as its locus. Finally, the chapter considers the cultural logic of the hard drive: as storage capacities continue to soar the hard drive itself becomes ever more abstracted and removed from daily awareness, even while digital artists begin to construct a forensic imagination of the device and database projects like MyLifeBits make radical claims about the future storage of individual experience.
In chapter 3, '' 'An Old House with Many Rooms,' '' I use a disk image of the vintage interactive fiction game Mystery House to conduct a forensic walkthrough, or multivalent reading, of an electronic object, a bitstream image of ''Awareness of the Mechanism'' an original instance of 5¼-inch disk storage media. This exercise allows us to explore critical reading strategies that are tightly coupled to technical praxis, here including the use of a hex editor to inspect heterogeneous information once deposited on the original storage media. Doing so brings the distinction between forensic and formal materiality more sharply into focus, using the overtly forensically charged spaces of the original game to peek and poke at the content of the disk image (which includes the remnants of earlier, apparently deleted copies of other Apple II games). Ultimately the chapter attempts to locate what Jerome McGann once called the ''factive synechdoches'' of bibliographical knowledge within new media, while exposing a new kind of media-specific reading, new tools for critical practice (notably the hex editor), and relevant contexts surrounding personal computing in the 1980s. In the second half of the chapter I develop further examples of formal materiality by way of both image-and text-based data structures. Forensics is ultimately presented as a mode of difference or defamiliarization rather than as an attempt to get closer to the soul of the machine. This is the first of three case studies of electronic objects in the book, and at the book's midway point it completes the articulation of forensic and formal materiality.
Chapter 4, ''Save As: Michael Joyce's Afternoons,'' takes as its point of departure the colophon to Michael Joyce's landmark hypertext Afternoon, which elucidates the numerous versions and editions of the work. Relying on materials newly deposited at the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center at the University of Texas at Austin, the chapter offers a detailed version history of Afternoon itself in the service of a larger argument about the diachronic dimensions of electronic textuality. With its deliberately plural locution ''Afternoons,'' the chapter attempts to reconcile the document versioning that is a hallmark of electronic culture with both the notion of the ''version'' in literary editorial theory and the cultivation of postmodern variability and instability in the critical literature about creative hypertext. The chapter suggests a scene of electronic textuality that is a hybrid of printed and electronic components, all of which are relevant to the project of versioning and all of which form their own contours amid the newly institutionalized spaces that are now the repository for Joyce's work as its versions are cataloged and accessioned for posterity. The chapter also offers the first detailed record of the development history of the Storyspace software underlying Afternoon, as well as a consideration of digital document practices that exploit the medium's capacity to capture the temporal and diachronic dimensions of writing and revision.
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Chapter 5, ''Text Messaging,'' completes the trio of case studies by documenting the publication and transmission history of Gibson's ''Agrippa,'' offering, for the first time, an accurate account of the hack that delivered the poem to the New York City-based bulletin board MindVox, and the text's subsequent proliferation across the network. The point is to address the fundamentally social, rather than the solely technical mechanisms of electronic textual transmission, and the role of social networks and network culture as active agents of preservation. As soon as it was released onto the network, ''Agrippa'' simultaneously cemented its own prospects for longevity and initiated its ongoing dilation as a textual event, an event which continues to unfold even now with the recent release of a substantial body of archival materials on a scholarly Web site bearing the forensically-inflected title The Agrippa Files. 32 Forensics itself is a Janus-faced word, by definition both the presentation of scientific evidence and the construction of a rhetorical argument. Mechanisms embraces both of these aspects. While it does not shy away from technical detail (or theoretical nuance), it is first and foremost intended as a practical intervention in the current discourse about digital textuality. As electronic objects begin to accumulate archival identities (by virtue of the libraries, museums, and other cultural repositories increasingly interested in or charged with collecting them), it will become essential to understand the nature of what is being collected and preserved, and where the most significant challenges of digital preservation finally lie. One underlying theme of this book is that those challenges, while massively technical to be sure, are also ultimately-and profoundly-social. That is, this book aims to show that effective preservation must rest in large measure on the cultivation of new social practices to attend our new media. These practices start with the habits of the individual end user, who can herself take active steps to document and protect their own content. 33 Many are perhaps now discouraged from doing so by the 32. Available at http://agrippa.english.ucsb.edu/, The Agrippa Files is the work of Alan Liu and a team of graduate students associated with the University of California at Santa Barbara's perceived futility of the effort, one outgrowth of the medial ideology I detail in chapter 1: None of this stuff is going to last, so why bother? Feeding the forensic imagination is necessary for encouraging people to take responsibility for the digital objects they will create and encounter. One aching example: in a recent essay lamenting the evaporation of literary heritage into cyberspace as the result of routine correspondence among authors, editors, agents, and publishers now taking the form of evanescent email, the New York Times Book Review details the plight of the fiction editor for the New Yorker: '' 'Unfortunately, since I haven't discovered any convenient way to electronically archive e-mail correspondence, I don't usually save it, and it gets erased from our server after a few months . . . if there's a particularly entertaining or illuminating backand-forth with a writer over the editing process, though, I do sometimes print and file the e-mails. . . . conceivably someone could, in the distant future, dig all of this up.' '' 34 We can choose to take from this that e-mail is slippery and volatile stuff indeed, or we can choose to take from it that the systems people should stop automatically erasing the server every few months and that in the meantime more things ought to be printed and filed for posterity.
Likewise, in the realm of archives and curatorial practice, it will be important to insist that digital objects are no more homogeneous or self-identical than other artifacts, and that the relationships between individual digital objects (and versions of those objects) should be preserved along with the actual works themselves. Finally, critics and scholars of new media need to begin exhibiting critical habits that are more sensitive to the mature material conditions of new media. Here work must happen at the most basic level: for example, what does it mean to cite a new media object adequately? How do you distinguish between versions and builds? What do we need to know about the operating system? How much RAM is installed? Does it matter what graphics and sound cards are in the machine? And so on. This kind of information is routinely presented with product reviews on gaming sites or in the trade magazines, but it remains a rarity in our scholarship. If the readers of Gamasutra need this information but scholars still do not, we would do well to ask why they need it and we do not, and what critical assumptions we have operating in their place. (Unless otherwise noted, all electronic objects discussed in this book were viewed on a Dell Latitude Â300 Windows XP laptop with a 1.20 GHz processor and 632 MB of RAM, sound turned on.)
Rachel Donadio, ''Literary Letters Lost and Found in Cyberspace,'' New York Times Book
Review, September 4, 2005.
Introduction
I conclude that new media cannot be studied apart from individual instances of inscription, object, and code as they propagate on, across, and through specific storage devices, operating systems, software environments, and network protocols; yet the forensic imagination of the book's subtitle is also conceived as a deeply humanistic way of knowing, one that assigns value to time, history, and social or material circumstance-even trauma and wear-as part of our thinking about new media. Product and process, artifact and event, forensic and formal, awareness of the mechanism modulates inscription and transmission through the singularity of a digital present.
''Awareness of the Mechanism'' "Every Contact Leaves a Trace": Storage, Inscription, and Computer Forensics Ir should always be emphas ized thar phys ica l facts are not less significa nt sim ply because rh e unaided eye can not see chern .
Each d iskecce is a small (about 5-inch diamete r) plastic di sk coated so that informati on may be stored on and erased from its surface. The coati ng is similar CO rh e mag netic coati ng on a record ing rape. T he dis ken e is permanemly sea led in a square black p lastic cover which protects it . helps keep it clean and allows it to spin freely. T his package is never opened.
-TH E DOS MANUA L, APPLE COMPUT ER INC., 1980
Vi sibil ity itself is noc a measure of insc ri pti on, modification of the substrarum is. Chapter 1 discarded informacion invulnerable. Taken cogether, t he academy and the DoD reveal twO starkly different atti tudes towards the textual condition of e1eccronic objects ci rca 199 1 (one yea r prior to the production of Agrippa) and ask us to develop an approach capable of accounting for the ways in which electronic dara was si multaneously perceived as evanescent and ephemeral in some quarcers, and remarkably, scubbornly, perni ciously stable and persistent in others.
Stored Programs and Screen Essentialism
A document like the Cleari ng and Sanitization Matrix exists because of a particu lar tradition of computing: th e stored program, which entails both physical and logical sepa ration of the processi ng unit from a computer's memory , encompassi ng both data and inscructions for operating on data-the literal stored program. John von Neumann's 1945 "D raft Report on [he EDVAC" remains t he sing le most influential and complete articulation of the stored program concept, even if it is not the sale progenitor. The Draft Report effective ly dictates that there is no computat ion without data's tepresentation in a corresponding physical substratum, th e specifics of which very quickly get us into a messy world of matter and metal whose minute particulars see m conspicuously at odds with the eq uations and sc hemati cs dominating t he rest of von Neumann's text: "[I]nstructions must be g iven in some fot m which the dev ice can se nse: Punched into a syste m of punchcards or on teletype tape, mag neticall y impressed on steel tape or w ire, photog raphicall y impressed on motion picture fi lm , wired into one or more fixed or exchangeable '1 1 ,,4 plug boards-th is list being by no means necessafl y comp ete.
A year earlier J ohn Mauch ly, who worked with von Neumann at the Moote Sc hool on the ENIAC and who with Wallace Eckert would soon leave Penn to bui ld the UNIVAC, had posited storing numeric data on "di sks or drums which have at least their outer edge made of a magnetic alloy."~ It is hard to think of suc h a scheme as "writing" in anything but the most ge neric senseprobably we are led to think in terms of materials sc ience and fab rication
instead. Yet , as sc holars such as Frank Salomon have noted in thei r work on the khi pu, the ancient Incan info rmation recordi ng devi ce char sto red data in knoncd cords, rhe excl usive identification of writing with phonetic sign systems has been chall enged in a num ber of q uarte rs. 6 The mag netic storage Eco, any flow of information from a source to a destination is a process of communication. even the passage of a signal from machine to machine" (Noth 172). And there is yer another possibility. Rather than writing in rhe orthodox sense of semasiography or g lottOg mphy (also known as lexigrnphy), computer dara inscription is more akin to the forms of symbolic numeracy found in pracrices of record keeping. Yet Salomon argues persuasively not only t hat writing has its origins in record-keeping tasks (as is well known), bu t that "the development of a writing system is norhing other than the practica l case-by-ca.se solution of social tasks which prod uces an emergent new data reg istry system ... the record-keeping art takes shape: around t he socia l problems it solves" (28). In shorr, he posits a continuum rather t han a break between wri ting and recording.
In addition to whatever sem iot ic/cybernetic arguments one wants to enterrain about the sta- . . 1 . . 1 d es' a "word " according to Cer· that " words" were a basic orgamzatLona unIt 10 ear y ata sror , , uzzi was either an II-digit number plus a sign, a string of 12 characters, or tWO 6-character , k . l' II bo t "wri ting" "words" wi th- . es revea s a contmuum rat er than an absolute rupture between human and m h' d ' 7 E I I ac In e rea mg . ar y te egraph operatOrs qui ckl y learned to decode messages by listening to the sound of the receiver's mechanism rat her th an referring to the printed Morse it outputted. UPC symbols are leg ible to a trained observer. Punch ca rds ca n be man uall y deciphered and perhaps even more telling ly, thei r prope r inte rpretat ion ca n be disputed, as viv idl y demonstrated duri ng th e 2000 election controversy in the United States. A comp uter fo rensics expert can visuall y inspect th e patterns of magnetic tracks on a diskette trea ted in t he same manner as the Metro card above and locate the starting poi nts for th e different data secro rs. Still , all of these exa mples are admi ttedly speciali zed. Little wonder then that electroni c writing's fi rst generation of th eori sts turn ed their gaze toward th e illuminated sc reen rather than the inscru table d isk. "[T]he simple, and possibl y profound, t ruth ," writes Xerox document scientist Dav id Levy, " is th at you can 't see bits. You can't see th em, you can't hear them, you ca n't touch or s~ell them. They are completely inaccessible to the human senses." J ay Davl~ Bolter putS it this way: " If you hold a magnet ic or opcical d isk up to the lig ht, you wi ll not see text at al l. At best you will see the ci rcular tracks into whi ch the daca is orga ni zed, and these tracks mea n nothing co the human " 8 TI eye.
le cathode ray tu be was t he impli cit, and often explici t, starti ng point fo r most discussions of electronic [extu ality beca use it was onl y as bit-mapped fonts on the screen that electroni c lerrerforms becam e recog ni za ble as writing. 9 Crit ics such as Ric hard Lanham were quic k to comment on the im pli ca- tions of desktOp publishing and d igital typography. nOti ng that the creat ive control afforded by the fone li b raries and clip art galleries at every user's fi nge rt ips contributed to the breakdown of traditional dist incrions between reade r and writer whi le dramatizing the ma ll eab ility of words and images in a digital setting. IO N ick Montfort has coi ned th e term "screen essentialism" to refer to the prevai ling bias in new media studies towa rd d isplay technolog ies that wou ld have been unkn ow n to most computer use rs befo re th e mid-1970s (the teletype being the then-dominant output dev ice). One resul t, as Montfort d iscusses, is that an essenti al dimension of th e mate riality of early elect ronic litera ry productions like ELIZA and ADV ENTU RE is elided , since these works were hi sto ri~all y expe ri enced as printed tex ts on rolls of paper rather than as characters on video scree ns. 1 I Thus one does nOt always need to look at sc ree ns to study new media, or to learn usefu l things about th e textual prac- drives are perhaps the best exa mple of a recent sto rage in novati on wh ose affordances have changed th e way we interacr wi th data: they are small and lig h[weig ht bur also rugged, more li ke an accessory or gea r than th e fl atter, fl imsier profile of med ia like CD-ROMs or d isks, whose vu ln erable sllrfaces mliSt be sheltered.) Attention to t he affordances of various kind s of storage media can reveal much abour computi ng in d iffe rent contexts, all ow ing us to reconstruct salient aspects of now-obsolete systems and [he human prac ti ces that attended th em. This is a 5~-in ch " floppy" disk, a personal relic from my teenage years (fig ure 1.2) . The Apple II computer with which this d isk is compatible has Chapter 1 no hard drive. A prog ram is loaded by inserting th e d isk in the extern al drive and boocing the machine. In practical tetms, this meam first retriev ing the program by going to one's co ll ect ion of disks and rummag ing through them-perhaps they were kept in a shoebox, or stacked in a pile next to the co mpucer, or in one of the man y dedi cated media comainers marketed to the home compu ter emhusiast. Consider the contrast in affordances to a file system mounted on a hard d ri ve: here you located the program you wamed by reading a primed or handwritten label, brows ing like you would reco rd albums or manil a fi le folders, not by clicking on an icon. Written labels were therefore indis pensable, their legib le text standing in im plicit counterpoint to the machine-readable markings on the mag neti c surface sheathed within th e plasti c enve lope to whi ch th e label was affixed. The label on this particular disk-handwritten, and p laced ove r the manu fac turer's label-indicates three different items: " Amort. Tab le" (amo rti zat ion tab le, a tool used by accountants-why this wou ld have been of imerest to my fo urteen-year-old self is beyond me now), " Matts [sic] Programs" (some programs I had written in BASIC), and (pen ned with an obviously diffe rent ink) " Koa la Pictures" (Koala was a d rawing utili ty-these were its data fi les). So on the same diskette we have, comm ing led, a freewa re business application, programs ] had written by myself and fo r myself, and the data fi les created by a commercial software package. The latte r appears to have been added at a later date. This alone-the heterogeneolls nature of the content, its incremental consig nment to t he d isk-tells us something about the cul ture of pe rsonal computing at t he t ime (which was clearl y different from th e affordances even of CD-Rs today.) In add ition , we can see that a portion of the di sk envelope alongside the label has been crudely Cllt away; in fact, it was attacked with a hole puncher.
By mimicking the profess ionall y cut write tab in a sy mmetri cal location 1 doub le-sided the d isk, sig naling to the drive mechanism that the reverse side was also avai lable for dara insc ription (to access the reverse side you would place the disk in the d rive upsid e dow n). This was a common trick, and one I was qu ick to appreciate once I learned t hat disks had a finite capacity, that more d isks were what enabled me to expand my softwa re collec tion (primaril y ga mes), and that the money for buying new blank d isks was to come.out. of my all owance. In th is instance I can su rmi se that I doub le-s id ed thiS d l.sk at some po ine well after its ini [ial purchase in order to sto re the Koala P iCture fi les I was then ge nerating with that piece of software (itself stored on a separate di sk), hastily inking in an addition [0 the label which wou ld allow me to loca te th em.
1 am belaboring these details [0 make th e point that as a teenage co mputer user I had unself-consciously worked with storage media whose materi al qualities were very particular but wh ich diWer marked ly from what would be th e norm today. Since even routine chores like disk defrag mentati on are pe rformed far less frequentl y on the currene generati on of hard d rives, storage has become ever more of an abstraction, defi ned onl y by a volume letter (on most Windows mach ines, "C"), a g raphi c hard drive icon, or a p ie chart vi suali zation of space remain ing. Greater and g rea ter storage capaci ty wi ll only serve to fu rther demateriali ze th e med ia as th eir finite physical bou nd aries slip past th e point of any practi cal concern . Compare thi s to the kind of inform ation preserved on the manufacturer's labels of floppy disks fro m t he 1980s, emblems of a bygone insc riptive regi men: " Relia ble and Durable" promises the label on one brand. "48 TPI" (tracks per inch) specifies ano ther. and " Double-Sided! Double-Density Soft-Sectored \x/ ith Hu b Ring" declares a third . T his st range and alien cane was perfecd y intell ig ible to me and millions of other home computer users. not beca use we were hackers or i.i bergeeks. but beca use these specs defined the funct ional limits of what we could and could not do with a g iven piece of media in practical and palpable ways-in ot her words, its affordances.
A further COntrast between sc reen essentialism and inscription or storage med ia is wa rranted , I believe, by t he current state of new med ia stu d ies in which the graphi cal user interface is often uncrit ica ll y accepted as rhe g round zero of the user's experi ence. "We look throug h the interface un awa re," writes Mi chael Heim in hi s Meftlphpics of Virll(a/ Rea/it),. ;'as we pee r throug h an electroni c network wh ere our symbols-words, data. simulati ons-come under prec ise control, wh ere things appea r with srardi ng clari ty. So entrancing are these symbols that we forge t ourselves, forge t where we are. We forge t ourselves as we evolve in to our fabri ca ted worlds. W ith our faces up aga inst it, the interface is hard to see."1 3 Heim 's experi ence here speaks powerfull y to a techn olog ical sublime, a simu lta neous ecs tasy and obli vion immanent in our encounters with th e virtual. But this " metaphysics," to use Hei m's word (a metaphys ics conceived, one suspeCts, amid th e vertigo of Gibson 's city lig hts 13. i\' fi chael Heim. T he Mtlophpirs of Virlilal RMlily (New York: Oxford Universiry Press, 1993). 79-80, Chapter 1 reced ing), is not finall y sy mboli c (note chat word's repetition in h is cext) but instead embedded within real-world technologies of producti on and des ig n. Roberc Markley, writing partly in d irec t response to Heim (i n an essay that should be better know n than it is), oWers a presc ient brute fo rce disassembling of screen essenti alism:
To ask what is on (he other side of (he computer screen is, in my mind . a crucial step in d issenti ng from thi s consensual hall ucination. Beh ind (he screen of my laptOp lie silicon chi ps, a battery, microp rocessors, a nd eve n what see m to be a few old -Fashioned screws. It runs (now rather dated) software programs eng ineered origi nally in Cali fornia and U tah. My access to the presumptive world behind the screen carri es wi th it an effaced histOry of labor, of peop le b uilding mach ines to desig n and to build even more soph isti cated hard ware and softwa re. (77)14 "The imaginary rea lm of cyberspace," Mark ley concludes, " .. . is a fantasy based on the den ial of ecology and labor, a dream that is also an apology for t he socioeconomic powe r to bring together sophisti cated techn ologies" (77).
Markl ey's account is one of t he few from this era to explicitly juxtapose the gaze of the end user with t he unsee n workers' hands-here literall y screened fro m view-w hich are busy turning old-fashioned screws. 1: S Yee eve n in Markl ey's resolutely anti-essenti alist hands, the sc reen sti ll seems to slip into a synecdoc he for " the computer" as a whole. A Medial I deology Jerome McGann has used t he ph rase " Romancic ideology" to describe rhe manner in wh ich modern li terary criticism of rh e Romanri c poetS has bee n characcerized by "an uncritical absorption in Ro ma nticism 's ow n se lfrepresenra ri ons."1 6 I be lieve eieccroni c textual theory has labored unde r similar uncritical absorpt ions of the medium 's self-or seemingly se lf-evidenc represenrarions. W hile ofren precisely Romantic in th eir celebrat ion of rhe fragi le half-life of the digital, rhe " ideology" I wane to delin eate below is perhaps ben er thoug ht of as medial-t hat is, one char substitures popular representations of a medium , soc iall y constructed and culturall y act ivated [Q perform specific ki nds of work, for a more comprehensive treatment of rhe material pa rticulars of a g iven technology.
T his tendency is al read y fu ll -blown in Art hur C. Cla rke's 1986 short Story "The Steam-Powe red Word Processor," which narrates the fi ctitious hi stOry of the Reverend Charles Cabbage (obviously a stand-in for the hi stOri cal Babbage), vica r of th e tin y church in Far Totte ring, Sussex. 17 As Clarke te lls it, th e Reverend, weary of his obligation to prod uce varyi ng sermons on the same theme tw ice a week, 104 ti mes a year, co ntri ves to bui ld a dev ice for automating the composi ti on process. T he Word Loom is envisioned as a combinatory mach ine for the manipu lation of se ntences (which it takes as th e basic comb inatory un it), and it is to be capable of outputting hard copy for the Reverend 's use by way of somethi ng like a Linotype process.
The machine's database is t he Bible and Cruden's Concordance, pu nched
OntO cards "at neg li g ible expe nse, by th e aged ladi es of th e Far Totteri ng Home for Relics of Decayed Ge ntlefolk" (932). Having solved rhe problem of data entry and beat Herman H ollerith to the punch (as it were), Cabbage (who we also learn en joys a corresponden ce with the aging Mi chael Faraday) proceeds to other aspects of his desig n, The church's pipe organ beco mes his chief inspiration: " H e was convin ced t hat an assembly of pneumatic tubes, valves, and pumps co uld control all the operations of his projected Wo rd ~oom " (932), BlIt th e reader q ui ckl y intimates t hat th is ambitious encerpri se IS doomed from the sta rt, C1bbage's nove l solutions to problems of inp ut, out- Chapter 1 put, processi ng, and srorage notwithsta nd ing. O n the day of its firs t and only publi c trial something goes awry-"Somewhere, in t he depths of t he immense apparatus, something broke" (933)-and the Word Loom is rent ro pieces in a maelstrom of imploding machinery. All that survives today are "tWO or three gearw hee ls" and "what appears ro be a pneumatic valve" in the possess ion of t he Far Tottering H isrorical Society (932); t hat and , deep insid e t he British Museum , bound in a volume entitled Sermons ill Steam, a sing le machi ne-ge nerated page, badly pri nted and ridd led wi th typographical errors.
It is either a clever fake (we are told) or else it is " the only survivi ng production of perhaps the most remarkable-and misg uided-tec hnological effort of rhe Victo rian Age" (934).
Of cou rse no reader accepts this conceit, "Every Contact Leaves a Trace u • Already we can gli mpse t he particulars of our med ial ideology: "Our beS t machines are mad e of sunshine; they are all li ght and clean because they are nothing but sig nal s, elec tromag netic waves, a secti on of a spec trum ... " (1 53) wrote Donna Haraway in her famous "Cyborg ManifestO" (1985; that her words we re also iron ic streng th ens rath er than diminishes t heir med ial impact).1 9 Industry leaders may have grasped th e appeal of t hi s id eology even earlier than fiCtion writers or academicians. In 1982 , four Bay-area entrepreneurs cofounded a new company devoted to network enterpri se computing. They ca lled it Sun. By the mid-1980s, the d igi tal sphere had assumed visual and material fo rm as a definable and datable set of aes theti c practi ces; a recog ni zable speCtru m of tropes, icons, and graphic conventions. This is t he backdrop for the medial ideo logy 1 am descr ib ing. At stake is not whether such conventi ons for representing digital phenomena are accurate or co rreCt to the fo rma l ontology of information in an absolute sense, but rather th e important faCt t hat \X!estern consumer culture had succeeded in evolving sop histicated and compelling conceits for depiCting informati on as an essence untO itself, or more properly, information as a sy ntheti c (at times even haptic) commod ity. T hat the cybe r- issue; Marcos Novak, for example, does nm hes itace co inform us that "The function of [cyberspace sy nthesizers] is co receive a minimal description of h be od d and comp ressed and from it CO render a visuali zation t e cy rspace, c e . , of that space for the user to navigace with" (233), This is a reasonab le enoug h descri ption of che g raphical Web browsers that would soon emerge, but one wond ers if N ovak d idn't have someth ing more fanciful in mind , In either case, he is assuming cybe rspace is subject matter evocative enoug h for t he reader to suspend disbeli ef and co benefit from a putatively sober desc ription of a technology that does nm yet ex ist. Other comributors are more circumspect, such as David Tomas, who asserts the fo llowing: " Although cyberspace has been populari zed by G ibson's books, it is neither a pu re 'pop' phenomenon not a simple [echnolog ical artifaCt. but rath er a powe rfu l. collective, mnemonic technology that p romi ses co have an importam, if nm revolutionary, impact on che future composicions of human identi t ies and culmres" (3 1-32 ). This appears a balanced assess mem , ye c ic is clea r chat when Tomas talks about cyberspace as a " technology" he cannm mean tec hnology in the sense o~ an, Y specific hardware or software implementacion-a meaning he hascens to J~tn son by preced ing his refe rence to a " technological arci fact" with the quail fier "simple" and by placi ng the whole of the phrase in parallel with t he equally ineffeccual nacion of cyberspace as a "pure 'pop' phenomenon." Cyberspace, as it is invoked here, ca n only be a technology in the sense that che word itselfor more prec isel y. the idea of cyberspace-mimics the behavior of ce rtain macerial cechnologies, fun ctioning as a " powerful, collective, mnemonic"or in other words, as a shorthand fo r a whole range of co mmunicative age ndas g iven depch and form by a shared aesthetic. This is what wa~ reflected in \'Vired's Teflon sheen when the magazi ne, self-consciously deSig ned to look li ke information, began publishing in 1993. 21
At the core of a medial ideology of electronic cext is che notion that in place of insc ription , mechani sm, sweat of the brow (or ics mechanical equivalent sceam), and cramp of the hand , there is lig ht, reaso n, and energy un leash~ in the elec tri c empyrean . Yet Clarke, Eco, and others among the first to wnte about word processors, bach on and with their own home computers (suc h as Michael J oyce, whose experience we wi ll exam ine in chapte r 4), were not d · . (987), whi ch precedes now better-known books by Richard Lan ham, George Landow, and J ay David Bolter, he borrows the te rm "system opacity" fro m J ohn Seely-Brow n:
The types of phys ica l cues thar naturally help a user make sense out of mechanical movements and mechanical con nenions are sim ply not avail able in the elen ronic element. There are far more clues to rhe underl ying sc rucru ml processes fo r the person rid ing a bicycle t han there are for th e person writ ing on a compu ter screen. Ph ysical signs of the ongoing process, rhe way t hat responses of the person are integmted into t he operation of the system, the sou rce of occas ional blunders and delays, all t hese are hidden beneath the surface of the anivity of dig ital wri ti ng. 0 pu lleys, spri ngs, wheels, or levers are visib le; no mov ing carriage returns indicate what the user's anion is accomplish ing and how that an ion is related to rhe end product; and t here is no botde of wh ite-out paint complete wi th miniature tOuch-up brush to betOken rhe indust rial chore of correni ng errors by impos ing one material subsrance over anothe r.
T he wri ter has no choice but to remain on t he surface of t he system underpinni ng the symbols. 22 System opac ity or blac k box: what was implicit in Eco's paen to dreaming fingers borne aloft becomes explici t in H ei m : "Yet , in orde r to achieve such automat ion , writing haJ 10 be removed from the e/emelll 0/ inm'iptiolJ and placed in an electronic element" 036; emphasis added). It is not that H eim is obli vious to the opera ti ons of hi s di sks and stOrage peripherals; on the contrary, he insists that some basic unde rstand ing of how the computer stores and retri eves info rma ti on is essenti al for even a novi ce use r, else t hey will be duped by watc hing tex t scroll off" the edge of th e screen . Bu t H eim co nce ives of this understa nd ing prag mati ca ll y, as "a se t of metaphors for making operati onal g uesses at the und erl yi ng structure" ( 33)-not in terms of specifi c technolog ies. Thus in H eim's exam ple. a user mig ht imag ine that two different versions of a doc ument are saved in twO diff"erenr "places" on the hard drive 0 33-134 Heim himself is carefu l to point out, " [r]his insig ht requires no awareness of the File Allocation Table ( FAT) o r the bits set fo r file ident ifi ers on th e level of machine-lang uage bytes, nor does it req uire awareness of the cracking system on the d isk drive" (134). Elec tronic writ ing thus beco mes a fri ction-free " infor mation Row" (13 3), an essent iall y sy mbolic rather than in scri ptive exchange among a set of opera ti onal metaphors and t he "elec tronic elements" on t he screen. La ter in this book, I wi ll term th is sy mboli c exchange form al materiali ty. Meanwhile t he academy had beg un a conversat ion in earnest. In a chap ter cided " Derrida and Eleccroni c Wricing" fro m che 1990 book The Mode of In/ormation, Mark Poster described electronic textua!ity th is way:
Compared to the pen, the typewri ter or the primi ng press, the computer dematerializes the wriHen trace. As inpucs are made to t he computer throug h the keyboard, pixels or phosphor are illum inated on rhe screen, pixels that are fo rmed imo len ers. Since these leHers are no more than representations of ASCJ I codes contai ned in Random Access Memory, t hey are alterable practi call y at the speed of lig ht. The writer encounters his or he r words in a form t hat is evanescem, instantly transformable, in shorr ,
immarerial. 23
And one yea r later, in wh at may be the most inAuential critica l study to emerge from ch is era, J ay David Bolcer in W hiting Spare ( 199 1):
Electronic text is rhe firs t text in which the eleme nts of mean ing, of structure , and of visual di sp lay are fundamentally unstable .... Th is restlessness is in herent in a re<:hnology chat re<:ords informati on by collect ing for fmct ions of a second evanescent electrons at t iny junCtures of sil icon and metal. All informat ion, all data in the computer world is a ki nd of comrolled movement, and so t he na ru ral inclination of computer wri t ing is to change, to grow, and finally to disappear. "Every Contact Leaves a Trace"
So long as the text was married [0 a physical medi a, readers and wri ters took fo r granted t hree crucial arcributes: that the text was linear, bounded, andfixtd. Generations of scholars and au thors internalized these q ualities as the rules of thoug ht , and they have pervasive social consequences. \'(Ie can defi ne H), ptrrext as t he use of t he computer to transcend t he linea r, bounded and fi xed qualities of the t radi tional written text. 2~
The preced ing accoums are not wi thout nuance. In Poster, fo r example. who is in turn rem iniscem of Eco, elec rroni c writing is presem ed in relati ve and nOt absolute terms as compa red to t he pen or typewriter or priming press, and he specifies the compucer's RAM as the site of the written aC t. Yet th is very speci fi city makes t he abse nce of storage all th e more tell ing. Lan dow and Delany, interesting ly, de fine hypertext fi rst and fo remost as th e lISe of a tec hnology, rather th an a technology itse lf. Yet we still fi nd a clear opposition between the express ive largesse electronic environments prom ise and tex tu al stability which is relega ted to "physical med ia," the presumed baggage of the Gu tenbe rg galaxy.
We • imeraction with a text's underlying fo rmal p rocesses, lead ing co, among much else. a widening of the general purview of the held of electronic textual studies (video games, old school interactive fi ction, and prim ed text mach ines mputer orenslCs IS t e activity of recoveri ng or retrievi ng electronic data, analyzing and incerpreting it for its evidentiary value, and preserving the inceg rity of the data such th at it is (potenci all y) ad mi ssible in a legal seccing, At a practical level this mea ns worki ng wit h hard d ri ves and other storage media in th e fie ld and in conrrolled laboratory settings co loca te files, metad ara, or fragme nts of fil es that someone mayor may not have taken active steps to expunge, and creating the conditions necessa ry to ensure chac th e data has not been tampered with in the process of its recovery or analysis.
Precedencs, case law, and statures date bac k co the late 1970s, but computer forensi cs has reall y only emerged as a professiona l speciali zation in the las r five to ten years. There are now a num ber of textbooks on the shelves, growing num bers of specialized software tools (some retailing for many thousa nds of doll ars), specialized hard ware like self-contained dr ive imag ing units, and elite corporate train ing programs, The most advanced com puter forensics, however, und oubtedly happens nOt in co mmercial settings bu t throug h governmenc agenc ies like th e FBI , t he NSA, th e National Ce mer for Com puter Security, and the U.S. Depa rtmenc of Defense's Cyber C rime Cence r. Com puter forensics in face transcends the investigation of so-called cyber crime (such as identity th eft) co cla im a much broader purvi ew. As th e textbooks un fa iling ly poine ou t , the search and se izu re of d igi tal evidence has become a rout ine pa rt of many criminal in ves tiga ti ons. The BTK Kill er is an example of one recenc high-profi le case where computer foren sics furn ished t he major break:
Denni s Rader was idencifi ed and apprehend ed after res idual da ta on a floppy disk he se ne to a local TV station allowed allthori ti es to pinpo int the com pllter where t he d isk's flies had orig inall y been crea ted . 37 Likewi se, popular awareness of compute r forensics has grow n throug h th e popul arity of television drama and genre fier ion. No r is its purview lim ited to desktop compllters and laptops. One government lab I visited prid es itself on its ability to retri eve and analyze data fro m t he fu ll spec trum of electroni c devi ces: pagers, ce ll 37. As was widely repon' ed in (he media , for example, here: ht tp://abcnews.go.com/ WNT/ Story ?id = 5 39702&page., I . Chapter 1 .. phones, personal digital assistants, GPS units, di g ital watches, gam e consoles, dig ital cameras, mag netic access cards, prog rammab le app liances. aucornocive chips, and morc. 38 The most relevam forensic scie nce precedent fo r compucer forensics is rhe field of questi oned docu ment examination, whi ch daces back to rhe end of rhe nineteenth cemu ry. It conce rn s itself with rhe physical ev idence related co wrinen and primed doc umem s, especiall y handwriting arcribucion and rhe idencific3cion of forge ri es. Questi oned document exam ination also bears some resemblance [Q the academ ic pursuits of analytical and desc riptive b ibliog raph y (w hi ch emerged in an organized fash ion during roughly rhe same years), but t he forensic enterpri se subjec ts rhe m yriad physical im plemencs of writing and insc ri ption to a deg ree of scrutiny that mig ht g ive even a hardened b ibl iog rapher pause. (H andwrit ing idencification as it is practiced by a fore nsic expert is nOt to be confused wit h graphology, the more dubious practice of de ri ving pe rsonality traits fro m the appearance of an individual's handwriting; this approach was explicitl y rejected by the earliest texts on Christy, a genial and engaging host, it became clear that the lab's tWO biggest challenges were the sheer volume of incom ing data, and maintaining its accreditation in the face of constantly changi ng software. In terms of volume, a typical case might involve analyzi ng a hard ~rive with 80 G B of dara. This is t he equivalent of 1,360 file cabinets or 34 mi llion pages of written . . ' ed ' h h I 'es such as data mi ning and material. Much of Ihe investigation I S automat ,W it tee no 08 1 visualization playing a growing role. But the core of the analysis must be performed manually .
In a typical year, DC3 might handle a volume of dara t hat would fill 15 mi les of physical fi~e cabi netS. This number wi ll on ly increase. As fo r accreditation, each new generation of forenS IC software has to be vetted in order for any evidence it yields to be legally adm issible in court .
. " 'fi d ' ff and resources given Keeping abreast of the accreditation process IS a SlgOl cant ram on Sta how quickly software in the lab evolves through new versions and releases. 39. Even Sherlock Holmes, author of a " litt le monog raph" on the dating of documents, was not above the temptat ions of graphology: .. ' Look at his long letters,' he 5.'lid. 'T hey hardl y rise a~ve the com mon herd. That d might be an a, and that I an t. Men of character always differentiate " Every Contact Leaves a Trace"
• always concern ed with a document in its physical entirety. To quote Ordway Hilcon , a contemporary authority:
Noc only must these examiners be ab le to identify handwri ting, typewricing, and primed matter, but they must be able to distinguish fo rgery from genui neness, to analyze inks, papers, and other substances t hac are combined inca documents, co revea l add itions and subs[3cions in a document, and to restore or d ecipher erased or obliterated writing. \"'hen records produced by complex modern busi ness mac hines are suspected of having been manipu lated, docllmenc exam iners may be among the first co be consulted. 4o
Man y of these activities have expli cit parall els in computer forensics as it is practiced today. Recovering erased daca, authenti cating dig ital documents, and identifying t he source of an electronic object are all routine activi t ies for t he specialise. But while computer forensics may seem like a natural ex tension of the questioned docu ment examiner's purview-Hil tOn's reference to " modern business machin es" seems to point the way forward -in practice the twO have remained separate domains. Questioned docume nt exami nation 's reference works, even very rece nt ones, tend co treat "computer documents" exclusively in terms of hard copy, BOth questi oned document examination and computer forensics belong to a branch offorensic science known as "trace ev idence," whi ch owes its existence co the work of th e French inves tigatOr Edmond Loca rd . Locaed 's famous Exchange Principle may be g lossed as follows: "a cross-transfer of ev idence rakes place whenever a criminal comes into contaCt with a viCti m, an object, or a crime scene.',41 Loca rd , a professed admirer of Arthur Conan Doyle who worked alit of a police laboratory in Lyons until his death in 1966, pioneered the study of hair, fibers, so il , g lass, paint, and Other small t hings forgotten , rheir long letters, however illegibly rhey may wrire. There is vacillation in his k's and self-esteem Chapter 1 • primarily thtoug h mi croscopic means. His life's work is the corn erstone of the stark dictum underl ying contemporary forensic science: " Every COntact leaves a trace." This is more, not less, true in the deli cate reaches of computer systems. Mu ch hacker and cracker lore is given over to the problem of covering one's "footsteps" wh en operating on a syste m uninvited; conversely, computer security often involves uncovering traces of suspicious ac tivity inadverten tly left behind in logs and system record s. The 75-cent accounting error that ki cks off Cli fford Stoll's The Cuckoo's Egg, a hair-raising account of computer de tective work that culminated in the seizure of several Eastern Bloc agents, is a classic example of Locaed's Exchange Principle in a digital setting . 42
Insights from computer fo rensics have the potenti al to ove rturn many of the chestnuts governing the criti cal conversa ti on on new media and eleCtronic textuality, Marcos Novak asserts t he fo llow ing, for example: " Everything that is written and transmitted via electronic media is erasable and ephemeralu1l1eJJ stored or reinscribed (emphasis added).,,43 My contention would be that the subo rdi nating conjunction " unless" is called upon to do a g reat deal of unrealistic work. Practicall y speaking, most things rhat are written and transmitted via electronic media are scored and reinscribed. A simple e-mail message may leave a copy of itself on a half a dozen different se rvers and routers on the way to its des[ination , with the pOte nt ia l for fu rther proliferation via mirrors and autOmated backu p systems at each site, As storage costS continue to 43. See Novak's p.1SSionate online essay "TransTerraForm" at hrtp:llwww.krcforg/krcfhomel PRINT/ nonlocated/nlonl inelnonMarcos. lumL The sentence I quote is in the context of a broader argument that sets up a contf'J.Sr between the supposed ephemerality of digital inscri ption and the lite ral inscri ption of microchips, which ovak describes as " immensely compacti fied books.
active yet permanem, carved enduringly in silicon." Novak's ess.'ly is a meditat ion on the comi ng liquidity of inscription in chip desig n (of the sort now being realized by the MRAM technology I briefly discllss in rhe introduction). It is therefore unfortunate that the sil icon chip is put forward as the primary site of inscription in the computer's architecture; the notion of "erasable, liquid " hardware configurations is a tantalizing one, but Novak misses the fundamental sense in which inscription is the essence of computer storage media, whiCh is presented in the essay only as the site of the absent trace.
" Every Contact Leaves a Trace"
..
plummet. the trend wi II no doubt be to save more and more data so th at the variety of ephemera routinely written to disk becom es ever more granul ar.
Likewi se. even th e popular myth that RAM is always absolutely volatile.
g one forever at th e Rip of a switch, proves fa lse; there are at least experimental techniqu es for recovering d ata from RAM semiconductor m emory.44 While it may be technica ll y poss ible to create the conditions in which electron ic writing ca n subsist wit hout inscription and therefore vani sh without a trace, those conditions are not the medium 's norm bu t the special case, art ifi cially induced by an expert with t he resources, skill , and motive to defeat an expert in v est igator. 45 For the remaind er of thi s section J wa nt to foc lls on three specific se ts of observations from com p uter forens ics in order to challenge some of the common assumpti ons about el ectroni c tex tuality that characteri ze what 1 have been calling the medial ideo logy. They are as foll ows: that electronic text is hopelessly ephemera l, th at it is infini te ly fung ible or se lf-identi cal , and t hat it is Au id or infinitely mallea ble.
Ephemerality L1.y lIsers often know th at when they d elete a fil e fro m t hei r trash or recycle bin it is not immediately exp unged from their hard d ri ve.
What happens instead is th at t he fil e's entry in the disk 's m aster index (on Wind ows machines ca lled th e File Allocation Tab le or FAT, wh ich we will di scuss in more dera il in the nex t chapter) is flagged as space now ava il able for reuse. The origi na l inform ation may yet persist for some time before the 44. See, for exam ple, Pecer Gurmann's discussion in ·· Data Remanence in Semiconductor Devices,·· http://www.cypherpun ks. to/-peter/usenixO 1 .pdf.
45 . Some readers may immediately th ink of dev/null , the file on t he UN IX operati ng system lIsed as a "bit bucker'· because it is not attached [Q a disk or any other physical hardware device.
Writing (0 dev/null consigns data (0 virtual obl ivion , bur while rhe existence of dev/null is common knowledge piping data [Q it is nor the s,1.me as performing a secure deletion of a previously s,1.ved file . A further case in poim, demonsrrating the ext remes one must go (0 in order to avoid leaving trace evidence, is a net arc p roject by Greg Sidal. H is " Ill icit Images" consists of a set of color ink jet renderings of commercial image fil es origina lly harvested from the \'Qeb using automated collection routines routed through anonymous red irection services «(0 avoid leaving traces in access logs). These images are then encrypted so as to destroy all semblance of thei r previous identity, the random ly generated encryption keys themselves are securely deleted, and rhe hard drives in rhe machines on which all of these operations rook place even tuall y physically destroyed. See http://www.asci.org/dig imI2001 /sicla l/sidal.htm.
operating system gets around co overwriting j[. Indeed, because a fil e's physica l storage location will change each time it is opened and modi fied, its earlier in carnations w ill also persist uncil such time as thar data may be overwrinen.
The easiest way co recove r dam, therefore, is by simply locating a "deleted" fil e on rhe storage med ia after irs entry has bee n stripped from the FAT bue before any new data has been wricten to the sam e loca ti on. This is t yp icall y the way commercial recove ry utilities work , hence t he standa rd instruction to all ow as li t d e time as poss ible [Q elapse before attempting to rescore a lost fi le. As Chapter 1 "Every Contact Leaves a Trace" -• long -discarded fil es. Daca on a magnecic hard drive is srored in cluscers of a fixed lengch ; 4096 byces is cypical. (This is what accounts for the discrepancy becween th e anual size of a fil e and its "size on disk," as revealed by Windows Properei es; even a one byce file-a sing le ASCII charaner-will req uire the all ocacion of a fu ll 4096-byce cl uster ro score.) If a fil e is small er than t hat (or larger, bue noc equivalent in size co some prec ise multi ple of 4096), th en the ex cra space in che cluster is filled oue by inform ation in th e computer's RAM memory at the momenr the fi le is commined co disk. Bur sin ce fi les themselves are rare ly the exact 5.' 1 me size (and hence occ upy va ri able num bers of cl usters), it is also freq uenrly possible co fi nd the pa rt ia l remains of earli er files at the end of a so-call ed cl uscer chain , a phenomenon somecimes known as "d isk slac k" (as opposed co file slac k). A skill ed investigacor develops an inscinn for where slack of either kind is CO be found . The problem is exacerbated scill furt her by che face that in addition co temporary copies and ocher mul tiples of che actua l file, mecadaca-che name of th e fi le, che file cype, da ce and cime stamps-proli ferates even more agg ressi vely t hroug h che operat ing syste m, so eve n if th e cOlilem of a fi le is completely erased it is still possible co recover evidence tes ci fying co its past presence. 48 The interactions of mode rn produnivity software and mature physical sco rage medi a such as a hard drive may fi nally resemble somet hing like a quanrum p in ba ll machine, with a sing le si mple input from the user sending files careening n-d imensionall y throug h the internal mechani sms of the operat ing system, these fil es leaving persistent versions of th emselves behind at every poi nt they touch-like afte rimages th at on ly grad uall y fade-a nd the pe rsistenr versions th emselves creating versions chat mul ti pl y in like manner th roug h the system. There is, in short, no si mple way to kn ow how many instances of a sing le fil e are residing in how many sca tes, in how ma ny d ifferent locations, at an y gi ven moment in che operating sys tem. Thus, as one tex tbook has ic, " Deleted fi le in fo rmation 48. "{C}ompllters," Caloyannides opines, "are a fo rensic investigator's d rea m because, in addition to the files dlemselves, they contain data about the data" OS). Ca loyannides devmes p.1rt icular attention to the "registry," which on \'Vindows SySlems is actually a confeder:uion of files that srore basic, persistent information abour the stare of t he user's system, incl uding (porentially) indelible records of every piece of software installed (and removed), in ternet browsing hi stories, names and other personal idenrifyi ng data , and so forth . A privacy activist as wel l as an author, Caloyannides makes ir his business to describe in detail how ro purge a registry of potenrially incriminating conten t.
Chapter 1 is like a fossil : a skeleton may be mi ss ing a bone here or there, but the foss il does not change until it is desrroyed.,,49 Nor is chere any simple way to know how many metadata records of a file (or any of its ambient versions) exist . Given all this, ic is not hard to see wh y one expe rt is left to conclude, ';Secure fi le de letion on Windows platforms is a maj or exercise, and can onl y be part of a secure 'wipe' of one's emire hard d isk. Anyth ing less than that is likel y to leave di scoverabl e elecrronic evidence behind .")O
Fungibility
The preceding should make clear the ex tem to whi ch a lay user's view of a file system-accessed onl y through standard directory StruCtures or a
Find function, or with the aid of menus, and manipulated using commands like Copy, Renam e, and Remove-is optimized and impoverished, a partial and sim plisri c window OntO che diverse electronic records that have accumulated on the surface of the mag neti c di sk. Because of this, when a hard disk is du plicated for forensic in vestigation it is nor enoug h to simpl y copy the files in the usual mann er (dragging and dropping th e folders). Instead, an investigator will wam to create a so-call ed bitstream image of the original fi le system. A bitstrea m is exactl y that: every bit record ed on some orig inal, physical instance of stOrage med ia is transferred in linear sequence to the copied image, whether it is parr of a fil e currentl y allocated in the FAT or nor. This means that all of rhe other ambient data on the orig inal media is recained as part of the forensic object, including even (if the process is done rig ht) data in " bad " or corrupted sec tors no longe r otherwi se access ible. Since no forensic lab wants to work on the orig inal source medi a and risk com promising its integrity. the proper execution of the imag ing process is esse ntial for creating legally admiss ible dig ital evidence. the heterogeneity of digiml reproduccion. The more mundane kinds of fi le reproduction we all perform in our daily interacti ons with a computer fall short of th e fore nsic ideal.
Nor are these necessaril y matters solely of relevance to legal investiga tion and standards of juridical evidence. In 200 1, new media arti st J oshua Davis (bes t known for praystation.com) released the Praystation H ardrive [si r ] , a limited ed ition CD-ROM consisting of "orig inal source files, art, text, accidents, epiphanies, all as they appear in Davis' own hard drive ... 397 fo lders , 3637 fil es, 462 Meg of raw dam: a snapshot of the studio of a majo r new medi a artist, frozen and time and delivered to you for exploration, study, inspiration, and for use in your own work . " 52 Accompanied by liner notes pointing out hig hl ig hts and packaged in a black plastic case vaguely reminiscent of a hard drive, t he work is admirable in a number of ways: it manifests an open source ethos of creativiry that feeds off of ever more capacious stOrage media, media that allows innumerabl e versions and laye rs and mas ters and derivatives to coex ist wirhout the need to del ete the ex traneous matter to make room fo r more. l t is also an invaluable histori c document that captures a working set of software practices, the kind of artifaCt we need to learn to cul ti vate and appreciate.
There is even a photo section featuring seemingly random personal photos of trips to San Diego and Pa ris. Rather t han an executabl e lau nch platform , th e only interface to the CD-RaM's content is t he user's ow n des ktop, where it is simply appended to the fi le system to be accessed via the normal direCtory navigat ion tools. Nonetheless, the data is not quite as raw as we are led to beli eve (figure 1.3) . This is noc a bitscream copy of the sort described above, and it is fa r indeed from a forensicall y sound copy of the hard drive itself, si nce non e of the ambient data that wou ld represent the systems-level worki ngs of the files is present. Despite the conceit that we have been granted unmediated access co Davis's hard drive (or its digital su rrogate), t here is a grea ter art ifaccual distance between this copy and the orig inal data objeCts t han most users wou ld commonly ack nowledge. W hil e I wou ld not wan t to sugges t t hat the fai lure to produce a bitstream simu lacrum compromises Dav is's project in any acce nds diff"erem k inds of digira l copies, and serves to defamiliarize the Copy co mmand itself-a command so mundane that we find it under every Edic menu, but whi ch in face cond enses complex behaviors relaced to storage med ia, fi le integ rity, and the various states data can inhabit.
The integ ri ty of a b its cream image can be verifi ed using as technique known as hashing. As we will see in th e nexc chapter, hashing is a longestablished elec troni c cexcual operation chat has a role in domains ranging from error checking (Q cryptography. A hash algo rithm generates a numeric va lue ch at is the mathematical surroga(e for a particular bitstream. If the bitstream is alcered in any way , by eve n so much as a keys[(oke, its hash va lue will be compromised, provid ing evidence of the tampering. Here is how one forensics cextbook explains a cryptographic hash such as MD5 (developed by "Every Contact Leaves a Trace"
• Ronald Rivest, the MJT crypcog rapher who also worked on th e popular RSA publi c key encryption standard):
A cryprographic hash algori t hm is a one-way form of encrypt ion, tak ing a variablelength input and prov idi ng a fixed -length Output. As long as rhe size of the orig inal object is wi th in t he operac ional rest raints of a particular implementation, it is statistically impossible fo r cryprographicall y secure hash algorith ms to allow twO different source files to have intersecr ing values, effecr ively making the hash val ue into [he finge rprint of the original file. Such an algori thm is desig ned to be colli sion free, mea ning that jt is fu ncriona lly imposs ib le [Q create a docu ment t hat has rhe same cryptographicaJly secu re hash val ue as another docu mem . Because of this characreristi c, a hash value can serve as a surrogate for t he objecr it is deri ved from. 53 H ash ing thus demonstra tes that electronic objects ca n be algorithmi ca ll y individualized. If Locard 's Exc hange Principle is the fi rst basic tenet of forens ic science, th e second is ind ivid uali zat ion-the core fa ith that no two objec ts in narure are ever exac cl y ali ke, and no two objects ever break or wear down in t he same way. Indiv id uali zatio n, which we will exp lore in more de tai l later, is th e principle underly ing stand ard identifi cation techniques like fin ge rprinting and D N A. An MDS hash, which yields 2 160 d iffe rent va lues, is in fact a more reliable ind ex of ind ivid uali zat ion than DN A testi ng. 54
Fixity and Fluidity W e tend to fixate on t he fl uid ity of electroni c tex t, its ma ll eability and putative insta bi li ty. Yet t here is nothing esse nti all y fluid about dara in an elec troni c environment, and [here are important areas in which the stabil ity and verifi ability of electroni c doc um ents is essenti al, ranging from secure e-commerce to security and defense. An yone who has ever needed to edit a fil e in a d irectOry to wh ich th ey do not have access rig hts knows exactly how stu bbornl y resi li ent electronic tex t can sud denl y become.
On a mo re speciali zed level, Intelligent Computer Solu tions has developed a prod uct line popular in the forensics and law enfo rcement communities ca ll ed Image MaSSter DriveLoc ks: None of what I have been describing ye t accounrs for th e p hys ica l p roperties of mag netic med ia, or for rhe behavi or of t he dri ve's actual wr iting m echan ism (wh ich is responsibl e fo r a p henomenon known as shadow d ara , when b it represenrat ions turn om co be im perfec tl y overw ritte n). I will d isc uss these in th e nex t senio n.
Inscription and Instrumentation
A doc um ent such as th e Clearing and San it ization Matri x is born of elec troni c daca·s eventual (and often immed iate) scam s as inscri bed crace· ch ac is an in -. .
Chapter 1 tervencion in or modification of a ph ys ical 5ubscracum . We see chis vivid ly in rh e phenomenon of dara remanence, t he p hysical remai ns of daca d eposited on compucer storage media:
As earl y as 1960 t he problem caused by t he retentive properties of AIS [automated information syste ms, i.e., com puters] storage med ia (i.e. , data remanence) was recognized. It was known that without the application of dara removal p rocedu res, inadvertent di sclosure of sensi ti ve information was poss ible shou ld t he storage media be released into an uncontrolled environment . Degaussing, overwriting, data encryp tion, and media destruCt ion are some of the methods that have been em p loyed to safeg uard .
aga inst disc losu re of sensitive informat ion. Over a period of time, certai n praCti ces have been accepted fo r t he clearing and purg ing of AlS storage mooia .)9
This concern is not limited co nat ional sec urity and shadowy g overnmenr The consid erations in play here go a step beyond chose discussed in the previous section, where rh e problem of deleting data was scriccl y a fun ction of its prolifera ti on und er a swarm of system processes not directl y comrolled by rhe user. Dam re manence is also a function of rh e physical properties of stOrage media and rhe difficulty of reversi ng or obsc uring what are cang ible interventions in a physical medium . " Viccuall y all erasures can be detected by a thorough examination ," wrOte Ordway HiltOn in hi s Sriemijic Examination of QlleJtioned D OCllfIJellfS (96) . 8m he may as well have bee n talking about compucer scorage media. "You can 't really erase a hard drive," unequivoca ll y sta re (he aut hors of one computer forensics textbook , likening it co the way a child 's Etch A Sketch retains the images of previo us drawi ngs. 62 In (act you can erase a hard drive, but it is a deliberate and painstaking process, best anempted with th e prope r tools by an ex pert who und ersta nds th e fu ll ex tem of t he issues involved. (Beuer still , perhaps, co simply run it over with a tank, as th e NSA originall y suggested , th oug h mod ern data recovery abounds with seeming ly miraculous scories of data extracted from hard drives subj ected to nea r-Bibli ca l leve ls of fire, Rood, and blum fo rce trauma. 63 The recoveri es .. the point that whi le most of what we know about data remanence comes from intell igence agencies, it is not in these sources' best interests to disclose everything they actually know. 64 Therefore he cautions against underestimating official capabilities. His point of departure is an esOteri c technology known as mag neti c force m ic roscopy, or MFM . Pioneered in the late 1980s, mag netic force mi croscopy was and is the method of choice fo r imaging data representations recorded on mag netic media. Its primary appli cation is nOt forensic recovery but industrial research and development: MFM studies are an integral part of evaluat ing laboracory advances in mag netic record ing. MFM is actually an umbrella term for several close ly related procedures and technologies, all based on th e sca nning tunneling mi croscope (STM; a vari ety of elec tron microscope), and it in rum offe rs on ly one of several known methods for imaging magneti c phenomena . A magneti c fo rce microscope, as the name implies, is essentially a feedback dev ice. A flexible probe. made of iron, is positioned JUSt above rhe surface of a mag neti c media. Fig ure 1.4 is an example of rhe kind of OUtput generated .
What we see here are not simply birs, bur pa([erns of mag neric flux reversa ls, a number of which may be necessary to constitute a sing le bir (whi ch I discuss in more derail in chapter 2). Thus while bits are the smalleSt symboli c units of computation, th ey are not the smallest inscribed unit, a disjunction that underscores the need to distinguish betwee n the forensic and the formal in discussions of computational materiality.
In order to ge nerate these images, th e tip of the mi croscope is moved above th e surface of the platter, typically at a distance of only a few nanometers. ..
While MFM sounds like an exotic technology, Gutmann suggests barriers to its use are less than one mig ht imag in e:
Even (or a relati vely inexperienced user the time co scare gett ing images of t he data on a drive planer is abom 5 minutes. To scare gening useful images of a pare icular track requ ires more than a passing knowledge of d isk formats, bm t hese are welldocumented , and once the correct location on t he planer is found a sing le image wou ld take approx imate ly 2-10 min utes ... (2) Guttman concl ud es t hat " Faced with technolog ies such as MFM, trul y deleting dara fro m magnetic media is very difficult" (2). Data reman ence of th e sort t hat MFM exploits is ultimately a function of the phys ical properti es of th e mag netic substrate and the material limitations of the d rive's write techn ology-th e " inability of t he writing dev ice to write in exactl y the same loca t ion each time"-as well as va ri at ions in sensitivity and the strength of magneti c fi elds on the source media (2). This effect satisfi es t he forensic principle of individuali zation, wh ich insists upon the absoluce uniqueness of all physical objects. The core precepts of ind ividuali zation co nstruct a hard materi ali ty of the kind that ought to reso nate with textual scholars and Others in th e traditional humanities:" 0 twO things th at happen by chance ever happe n in exactl y the same way; No tWO th ings are eve r constructed or manufactured in exactly the same way; N o twO t hings ever wear in exactly the same way; No twO things eve r break in exac tl y t he sam e way.,,6:5 That t he scale here is measured in mere mi crons does not change t he faCt t hat data recording in mag neti c media is finall y and fundamentall y a forensica ll y individuali zed process monitors provide views: one shows an optical magnification of the surface of the med ia sample, t he second d isplays feedback from the instrumemation and settings, and t he t hird displays reconstruCted images of rhe magnetic dara, both AFM and MFM . The process is time-and labor-i ntensive, more so rhan Gunman seems to suggest: acquisition roues hover around I bit (not byte) per second, and the surf. ' 1ce area of a sample is small-perhaps five square milli meters.
"Every Contact Leaves a Trace"
The phenomenon that speaks mOSt d irectly to eleccronic daca 's smtus as an individuali zed inscciption is well-docu mented in the MFM li terature: tracking misreg istrati on. It occurs in two ditrerenc forms. Large mi sreg istrati ons leave the remnanrs of earlier data represencations p lai nly visible aJ ong the edges of the track, exposed co fo rensic detection and recovery_a classic palimpsest e£fecc, sometimes known as shadow data. "Given incrinsic limitations in the positioning of the head , this effec t might be more ubiq uirous than previously rea li zed. ·,67 T hus when Bruce Clarke, a sophi sti cated th eori st, writes "material ... if deleted and overw ritten, leaves no scratch on any surface" ( 3 1) he is correct only in the narrow, literal sense that elect ronic data does noc impinge on th e surf.'lce of its substrate in the form of a sc ratch .68 In addition ro the presence of shadow data, when new bits are recorded the positioning of t he write head may also be off JUSt enoug h that the mag neti c field is strong enough to erase the old data, but not strong enough to successfull y record the new dara. Th is crea tes what is known as an erase band along the edges of the dam track, a magnetic anomaly th at has a characteristic sig natu re when viewed wit h MFM imaging (see figure 1 . 5). The erase band is the blurred area near th e rop of eac h image where the re is no defi nite magnetiza ti on of If we do the math-eight bits in a byte-we can see thar we might, assuming opt imal conditions, be able to image seven or eight bytes per minute. A sing le 512 byte secror would require well over an hour to image completely. A rellltivel), modest ten kilobyte text file would requi re 24 hours of cont inuous imaging under optimal condirions. A 1 MO media file would rake months. Though recoveries of com plete files are theoretically possible (throug h what is known in rhe tmele as "heroic efforrs"), the process would be extrnordinarily painstaking and take weeks or mOnths. For a good general introduction to MFM , see Gomez cr aI., "Magnetic Force . . . , co The concl usion resea rchers have reached desc ribes. a c~nd.lClon servlOg ink d · · . h mag necic recording from oc her kinds of IOSC nptlOn, such as IStlOg tll S • . . I' d r' staining a fib rous sheet of paper or th e grooves inCised on a wax cy In e . m · " rc",·,trat;on,. loca lized remnants of overwri tten dam may no For sma ll tracking 0 b I stem by its inRuence I be distinctly detectable bur continue co pertur t le sy . anger d d TI it is qUIte on the characterisric rrac kwici th variations of the newly c reate am. HIS, "Every Contact Leaves a Trace" possible that even with direct overwrite ... complete elimination of the effects of previous data may nOt be achieved. 69
Gutmann putS it this way: " Each track contains an image of everything ever written to it, but the contribution from each 'layer' gets progressively smaller the furth er back it was mad e" (3). In other words, mag neti c inscripti on is a temporal as well as a planographi c intervention, wh ereby even data that has been overwritten continues to resonate as a result of the ongoing osci llation of the magnetic field . This basic property of mag neti c med ia is know n as hysteres is. Gutmann's so lution involves not erasing, bur writ ing and rewr itingthus repress ing the linge ring effects of earli er data. The bulk of h is pape r develops a set of 35 patterns designed to ensu re t hat ones are overwritten with zeros overw ri tten with ones, whil e zeros are overwritten with ones overwritten with ze ros. This goes on throug h so many layers of recursion that eve ntually th e ability of a sca nning devi ce (like MFM ) to detect sig nifica nt enoug h flu ctuations in fi eld streng th to recuperate earlier data pattern s is negated . Gutmann 's pattern s have sin ce become ca non ica l, so much so that d isk sani tizing utilities encode them as an explicit option , as is vis ible in figure 1.6. In many respec ts, MFM represents the continuation of a sc ientific imaging trad ition daring back to Faraday's drawings of lines of mag netic force in the 1830s. Digi tal insc ri ption is itself inseparable from practices of instrumentati on, and the hi story of science and tec hnology is marked by continuous attempts to visualize and rende r such insubstantial phenomena as th e eth er, electricity, and electromag netism . Indeed , the ether into whi ch digital objec ts are often sa id CO vanish is a hi stori ca ll y constructed and contesred site, wirh a rich rradition of vi suali zat ion and imagi ngli mag ining that erupted in t he late nineteenth century.70 One outcome of an encounter with a techn ology like MFM is that " the virtual" turns Ollt CO be a more heterogeneous catego ry than we may have first thoug ht, since at least so me of what is usuall y su bsum ed in that ca tegory is in fact not virtual, but only very sma ll , so 
